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Communicated by the Editors 
It is shown that 2-parameter strong martingales in the sense of Walsh can be 
transformed into l-parameter martingales by the “embedding of tactics” and can be 
characterized by this property. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] Sucheston and the second author have reduced several 2-parameter 
stopping problems to the corresponding l-parameter problems by a 
technique called the embedding of tactics. These applications were possible 
for 2-parameter processes given in terms of independent identicalfy 
distributed random variables. In this note it will be explained that basically 
the same technique can be applied to discrete 2-parameter strong martingales 
in the sense of Walsh [2], and then yields l-parameter martingales. This can 
be used to give a characterization of strong martingales. The formalism used 
here for the construction of the embedding seems to be of interest also for the 
i.i.d. case. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
We consider processes (XI, t E Q) with Q = N X N adapted to a fixed 
increasing family (5, t E Q) of sub-u-algebras of ST in a probability space 
(52, jr, P). For t = (tl, t2), s = (si, sz) E Q, t < s, means that t, <s, and 
t,<s, and t<s means that t<s and t#s. Put K(t)={sEQ:s<t). An 
integrable adapted process (X,) is a (sub)-martingale if E(X,].YJ = (<) 1, 
(t < s). 
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Let ST; be the o-algebra generated by all ;T, for which S, < t, or s2 < t, 
holds. Observe that there is a unique adapted process (YJ with 
xt = csa Y,. A (sub)-martingale is called a strong (sub)-martingale if 
E(Y,I.F;)=O(>O) for all t > (1, 1). Let D,= {(sl + 1,s2),(s,,sz+ I)} be 
the set of direct successors of s. A tactic is a family &“= (H,,,: s E Q, 
t E D, U {s}} with H,+, ET such that {H,,,: t E D, U {s}} is a partition of fi 
for each s E R. A tactic defines a sequence (1, 1) = t(0) < t(l) < . . . 
depending on o E fi by 
m  
ok n f4(V),t(V+I). 
Either there exists some n > 0 with t(i) < t(i + 1) for i < n and t(i) = t(i + 1) 
for i > n. In this case put rx(o) = t(n). Or t(i) < t(i + 1) holds for all i. In 
this case put r?(w) = co. rF is a stopping rule, i.e., {T,~= t} E 5 (t E Q), 
and under a weak qualitative conditional independence condition all stopping 
rules are given by tactics (Theorem 2.1 in [ 11) since Q = N x N. 
3. THE LINEAR EMBEDDING 
Let J denote the family of decreasing subsets A of Q, i.e., A belongs to 3 
if t E A, s Q A, imply s EA. ;TA shall be the o-algebra generated by all 5 
with t E A. A sequence P,, P, ,..., of maps Pi: R + 3 will be called an 
adaptedj7ood if PI(w) = {(l, l)}, P,(w) c Pi+l(w), card(Pi(o)) = i, and for 
allAE3,tEACwehave 
{o: P&w)=A, Pi+,(o)=Au {t}} EFA. 
If U,, U*,..., is any fixed enumeration of Q such that uk Q u, implies k < 1, a 
tactic 3 defines an adapted flood as follows: PI(w) = {f(o)} = {(l, l)}. If 
for some i card(K(t(i))) < k < card(K(t(i + I))), then Pk(w) shall contain 
K(r(i)) and (according to the enumeration) the first k-card(K(t(i))) elements 
of K(t(i + l))\K(t(i)). If r.w(w) = t(n) and k > card(K(t(n))), then Pk(w) 
shall contain K@(n)) and the first k-card(K(t(n))) elements of Q\K(t(n)). If 
p, 7 p, ,***, is an adapted flood, we can define an increasing sequence of u- 
algebras ST; c .Fi c .. . by requiring that ST:, shall contain the sets 
{w: P,(w) = A} and on these sets XL shall coincide with 
.FA n {w: P,(w) = A}. If (Y,) is an arbitrary adapted process, we obtain a 
process (CL> 1 adapted to (FL) by putting Y{ = Y,, ,i) and 
Yk+ 1tw) = Y,(w) with VI = Pk+ l(w)\pk(w) tk> 1). 
If the flood is generated by Z and td~) = t E Q, put 
hR3:I I /4-8 
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q,(w) = card(K(t)) = ]t ]. In the case rAw> = co put u,~w) = 00. up is a 
stopping time for the sequence (xk), called the embedding of 7, in the line. 
If the (Y,) are independent and identically distributed and 5 is generated by 
{Y,, s < t}, then the random variables Y’, , Y, ,..., are independent and have 
the same distribution as the Yt. This was shown for tactics in [l] and the 
proof is similar for general adapted floods. (Our formalism here is different 
and more suited to our present purposes. For example, in [ 1 ] the Y, were not 
defined on the same probability space, so that for processes like X, = 1 tl-’ 
CsGt Y, it was only possible to assert that Xrw had the same distribution as 
X& (with Xi = n-’ (y;,, r/,x,=x& =c= const). In the present setting 
we can even get X, y = X’br. But the core of the present construction is iden- 
tical to that introduced in [ 11. 
If the random variables (Y,) are only independent and not identically 
distributed, the sequence Y’, , Y’, ,..., need not be independent any more. 
However, processes of the form X, = CSGl Y, with independent Y, and 
EY, = 0 are strong martingales. Therefore, the following theorem seems to be 
of interest: 
THEOREM. Let (X,) be a strong martingale for (2J and P,, P2,..., an 
adapted flood, then the process (Xz) defined by 
is a martingale for (y;). Conversely, if for each deterministic flood 
p, , p, ,---, the process (X,*) is a martingale for (xk), then (X,) must be a 
strong martingale. 
The same assertion holds with “martingale” replaced by “submartingale.” 
If the adapted flood is given by a tactic Z, then X,=X,*, (with 
X, = Xc = c again). 
Proof. Let (X,) be a strong martingale. The integrability of the random 
variables Y; and hence of X,* follows because each s has only finitely many 
successors. As we had observed above that (Yk) and hence (c) is adapted to 
(y;), it remains to show l l,YL+,dP=O for FEF;, n 2 1. Let A,,...,A, 
be all elements of 3 with card@,) = n. Then F is the disjoint union of the 
sets F, ,..., FN with Fi = {P, =Ai} n F E2-4i. For fixed i there are only 
finitely many tj = (ti, t$ E Q with A,. U {t’} E 3. Fi is the union of the 
disjoint sets F, = Fi n {P, + , =AiU(t’)}ETAi. For any S=(S,,S,)EAi 
we have s, < t{ or s2 < t{. Hence, Sri c Sri; . The martingale property now 
follows from J lFUYL+ i dP = j l,,j Y,,dP = 0 since Yi + , equals Y,, on F,. 
Now assume that for each adapted flood (Pk) the process (X,* is a 
martingale. There are deterministic floods such that P,,, _, = (t E Q: t < s ] 
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and P,,, =K(s). In this case F’iS, = 3 and Y,,, = Y,. Thus, the process (X,) 
must be adapted and integrable. If (X,) is not a strong martingale, there 
exists some t = (tl, tz) > (1, 1) for which E(Y,j.F,) f 0 (modP). There 
must then exist some finite subset A c {s: s < t} such that A and A U {t} 
belong to 3 and E(Y,lXA) f 0 (mod P). If n is the cardinality of A, we may 
construct a deterministic flood P,, P2,..., with P, = A, P,, 1 = A U {t} for 
which e is not a martingale. 
The same arguments apply to submartingales. The last assertion follows 
from the special form of the adapted floods generated by a tactic. 
We remark that to obtain the converse above it would not suffice to 
consider only floods given by tactics. We have formulated the result for 
dimension 2 only for simplicity of notation; it holds also for Q = Nd. 
Note added in proof. A different but partially related characterization of strong 
martingales has recently been given by G. A. Edgar, Additive amarts, Ann. Probability. in 
press. 
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